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FUTURE VISION :

METAMORPHE

— In the future, we will deal 
with different types of iden-
tities of ourselves and our 
environments.

HUMUS

— A new relationship with 
Nature is rising among 
cities.

EXODUS

— Urban exode is a rising 
phenomenon, giving birth to 
new lifestyles.

HERMETISM

— Coding isn’t just about 
computers and digital world, 
it will allows us to protect 
ourselves in both physical 
and spiritual way.

ENTROPY

— Entropy is a thermody-
namic variable which ins-
pirates new ressources and 
lifecycles.

SOLARIUS

— Irradiations are a process 
of our Futures, we will see 
more than just one kind of 
lights…

RELATION TO
SPACE AND

TIME

Slowing Down
Time As A Process
Ephemeral World

Rurban
Wandering Mobility

Quest For Vestiges
Serendipity

RELATION TO
THE EARTH

Obsolescence
Self-Reliant
Self-Healing
Urban Growers
DNA Farms
Waste As A Ressource
Light As A Material
Hybridation
Holistic Architectures
Biomimetism For Our 
Communities

RELATION TO
OURSELVES AND
SOCIETY

Co-Living
Crowd-Powered
Botanical Wellness
Sharing Economies
Romantism
Transidentity
New Passports
Common-Languages
Coding Privacy
Neutrality
Filtering Information
Loneliness ‘Wellness’

SUMMARY :

 Philosophers such as Bernard Stiegler are 
seeing our environment as a producer of entropies. 
Entropy is the idea that the whole world we live in is 
constantly moving from order to disorder. To face the 
entropies, we will see the arrival of self-reliant and 
sustainable communities. Lifecycles of products and 
services will be directly crowd-sourced. Carbon neutral 
cities will rise, in partnership with brands, redesigning 
our interiors and mobilities. 

As a community or an individual, we will grow and cultivate 
fertile lands. Packagings will be more ‘organic’, specially 
when it comes to the food and drink market.Beauty and 
Health industries will merge with Food to share DNA 
collective farms. We will need to continue transforming 
living spaces in a more efficient and sustainable way : we 
will explore new kinds of lights as it will become the most 
convenient energy for storing databases and improve 
mental health.

As population increases, new relations with our 
environment will rise, bringing new rituals. We will move 
into our spaces differently, creating hybrid links between 
urban and rural through serendipitous and digitalized 
tools. It is forecasted that the world’s population will 

reach 8.6 billion in 2030 and 9.8 billion in 2050 from 
the 7.0 billion of 2010 living more than two-thirds of the 
population will be living in cities in 2050 compared to 
about half of the population in 2010 (UN, 2017 and WEC, 
2011). This increasing cohabitation will continue to break 
language barriers, inviting us to develop different avatars 
of ourselves. Thus, we will deal with different versions of 
ourselves and our environments. 

 At an individual level, a need for hermetic 
lifestyle will rise. To preserve neutrality and intimacy, 
personal and secret languages will be needed.

 



Digitalised Mythologies

Since the physical world has always been 
a producer of mythologies, fictions and 
identities, the digital world, guided by a post-
celebrity world, follows the same path. With 
the expansion of the social media sphere, new 
kinds of mythes are re-appearing, leaving a 
whole new way and new tools for creating a 
public figure and spreading a voice, creating 
a community guided by fictions. Shudu Gram, 
Lil Miquela, Bermuda, Lightning, Noonoouri, 
Hatsune Miku, Alex Hunter, etc… All those 
digitalized influencers made by algorithms, 
3D designers and marketing experts are 
now questioning the mean of a digitalized 
existence and the border for the physical 
world to become augmented by fiction from 
the digitalized one. This will bring new issues 
for the celebrity industry to redefine itself, 
may be guided by imagination, mythologies 
and accepting fakeness as a creative medium.

Language Fluency

Designed for each person to wear only one 
earbud, the LINE Mars able two people 
to have a conversation in their respective 
languages. Breaking the language barriers, the 
earbuds also provide a voice command that 
connects the user with his phone. The system 
is based on voice recognition and synthesis 
and machine translation. Those earbuds only 
works with a Wi-Fi connection. Those kinds of 
products are expected to grow in the future 
and to be more convenient. Future products 
will need to focus on the cultural issues and 
cognitive aspects of such products.

During the 2017 edition of the Dutch Design 
Week, the designer Yu-Tzu Huang presented a 
project exploring how passports could express 
the history of the cultural identity of Taiwanese. 
This poetic project merge traditional practices 
(burning Joss paper in honour of ancestors) 
with the colonial past of the country and the 
interpretation of identities.

Future of Passeport

Material versus Virtual 
self-representation

#plural identities #avatars #passeports #language fluency #seamless #mythology #social privacy #neutrality

Communication without 
borders.

Accepting our plural Geo-
historical background

In France, nearly 5 million of people are combining 
multiple jobs at the same time according to the SME in 
august 2016.

 Burning and Rebirth by Yutzu HuangMARS - Line & Naver Corporations

Shudu Gram

The 2018 Security Document World panel of conference was debating key questions about the future of identity 
and the pros and cons of both physical and digital identity (‘Physical and Digital Identity – an extinction event for 
security credentials or a case for a new document ecosystem?’). Technological advances are now allowing us to speak 
in different languages, to create new myths of ourselves or who we want to become with Internet as a new Olympe for 
society. Barriers between languages and identities are thus, blurred. This context will merge with a rising population 
of individuals who perform different jobs and/or multiple nationalities. It will lead us to reconsider the tools and 
mediums for our identities to thrive (from the passport to our instagram profiles) in a more seamless way (to a space 
from another).

METAMORPHE
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New gardeners

Sprout is a conversational interface developed 
to enable people to have a “dialogue” with 
their plants. Using biology, sensors and 
machine learning, Sprout makes it easier for 
us to grow plants hydroponically.

Earthbound

This set of tools embodies three fundamental 
human activities as defined by philosopher 
Hannah Arendt, in an attempt to counter 
‘earth-alienation’. A wheelbarrow that throws 
out what was scooped up demonstrates 
‘Labour’; the repetitive cycle of daily life. 
The shovel that compresses soil into blocks 
illustrates ‘Work’; our drive to create and 
to leave something behind. And the two-
armed sand drill shows us ‘Action’; human 
collaboration and interaction – man can never 
exist alone.

In/Out is a project by industrial designers 
Benjamin Schief and Judith Fassbender which 
invites us to improve our breathing and our 
sleep by different interactions with plants. 
Those plants needs the CO2 and the humidity 
that the user exhales, and provides the 
calming and relaxing effects of their presence.

Botanical Fitness

Agro-pathie

Genesis and origins

Wellness lifespirit

IN / OUT - A project from Benjamin Schief and 
Judith FassbenderSprout by Space10, IKEA

Digging Conditions by Thom Bindels

According to the 2017 Garden Trends Report, 37 percent 
of millennials and 28 percent of baby boomers growing 
herbs indoors.

IBIS World forecast that indoor growing will jump an 
average of 6.3 percent per year each year through 2021.

In its 2016 Life at Home survey, furniture maker Ikea 

From the latin both meaning ‘homo’ (the human) and the earth (‘terra’), Humus bind Men with Nature, the ground 
with the city, the artifical with the organic. It is a landscape where we need to re-fertilize our spaces and bodies, 
where we try to communicate with other bio-organisms (biophilia) and include in our everyday life new forms of 
mindfulness, rituals and spirituality. Based on the interaction between the hand and the nature, new artisans and new 
farmers are emerging, with new tools and new cycles of sprouting, inspiring new architectures and activities for our 
mental, physical and emotional wellness.

: SIGNALS

: VISION

#earth #ecology #romantism #biology #eco-fitness #biophilia #gardening #homegrown

HUMUS

IMAGE CREDIT : @paul_et_henriette

reported that six in 10 people worldwide now grow vegetables 
and flowers indoors, with the balcony as the favorite green spot.
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Serendipitous Travels

This book is about helping Berlin citizens 
to find affordable, beautiful and natural 
places around their cities. Mainly aware of 
the tendency among young people not to 
own cars as often as their parents, the guide 
is leaming more towards the use of public 
transports and google maps co-ordinates. 
The instructions allows the readers to make 
serendipitous discoveries during their trips.

Intimate spaces

The designer created a shelter to storage our 
energy in an urban and hectic environment.

This Sydney restaurant is offering a «unique 
digital-detox experience» where diners are 
given the option to hand their phones over the 
bar : «We wanted to create a space like it was 
in the good old days - a place to socialize, go 
out, meet people, have a chat, relax, switch off 
and get served high-quality food and drinks» 
says the restaurateur Markus Stauder.

Digital Detox

Mobility in the age of 
algorithms.

Cities and Co-living.

Sharing off-grid moments.

Contact Bar and Kitchen, Sydney Take Me to the Lakes by The Gentle Temper Zoë Jacobs

By 2050, 70% of the world’s population will live in cities (UN, 2015). The constant flow of people in cities will bring 
more pedestrian and environmentally conscious spaces. We will create new wellness spaces guided by a need for re-
conception of communities and a biophilia aspiration. In parallel, citizens will search for seamless bridges between 
the rural and the urban spaces, in quest for peace and new rituals by bonding with natural and wild lands. It implies 
a need for individuals to disapear for a moment from the public places and to cultivate their own intimate worlds.

: SIGNALS

: VISION

#Urban mobility #Wander #Rurban #Serendipity #Intimacy

EXODUS

IMAGE CREDIT : @alexbstoddard

Digital Exodus : Four in 10 people have deleted a social 
media account in the past year due to privacy worries 
according to the study by public relations consultancy 
Edelman, Edelman surveyed 9,000 people in Brazil, 
Canada, China, France, Germany, India, the United Arab 
Emirates, U.K. and U.S. for the study that was published 
as part of the Cannes Lions International Festival of 
Creativity in France. (June 2018)

According to the french economist Philippe Moati, professor at the 
University Paris-Diderot and Obsoco’s co-president, «If the city is 
the place to study, cultivate, shop or work, it isn’t yet the greatest 
place to grow, live, rise your children or getting old.»
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Algorithmic made

Artist Robbie Barrat based on Balenciaga’s 
existing public data base (lookbooks, catwalks, 
eshops, etc.) created an AI capable of 
producing images of an entire new collection, 
matching the DNA of the brand.

Generating from the past

A team of art historians, developers and 
scientists worked more than 18 months to 
create a unique painting like Rembrandt. The Smell of Data fragrance bottle releases 

a gas scent when a user encounters an 
unprotected network on their devices or a leak 
of their personal data.

Preserve your data

Algorithmic world

Secret signatures

Personal oracles devices

Smell of data created by Leanne Wijnsma and 
Froukje Tan

The Next RembrandtRobbie Barrat (@DrBeef_ on twitter : «It’s just too 
perfect - balenciaga’s website already looks like a 
dataset, haha, just need to write a scraper for it.»)

«Facebook’s experiment isn’t the only time that artificial 
intelligence has invented newforms of language. Earlier 
this year, Google revealed that the AI it uses for its 
Translate tool had created its own language, which it 
would translate things into and then out of.»

: SIGNALS

: VISION
In an ephemeral and predictive environment is rising a desire for protection and preservation of ourselves, our feelings 
and experiences. We will need to construct and draw patterns, objects and experiences to preserve ourselves, our DNA 
and our data from being viral, speculated, tracked and recommended. We will create multiple ways of protections, 
from off-grid moments to coded and personalized languages.

In a society where algorithms are used to anticipate our consumption, we will see an emancipation of technologies 
in which they will be able to lie, disturb and be less obedient. This shift will be followed by a new valorisation of 
irregularity and exemptions (one is getting erased by average data and algorithms).

The more ephemeral our informations and exchanges are getting, the more we will seek for a materialization of our 
historic.  We will develop a new approach of time through alterity, erosion, oxidation, creating new fossils of our 
networks and lives, mixing different origins or type of elements (biologic versus cultural, meme versus genes).

#historic #vestiges #fragments #coding #language #ephemeral #slow #protection #hiding #time as a 
process

HERMETISM

IMAGE CREDIT : «Anime molteplici». Scultura in metallo levigato. Anno 2008

Andrew Griffin (@_andrew_griffin), «FACEBOOK’S ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE ROBOTS SHUT DOWN AFTER THEY START 
TALKING TO EACH OTHER IN THEIR OWN LANGUAGE», The 
Independent, 31 July 2017
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Zenum Technologies has designed a phone 
in which all the content self-destructs after 
an amount of time according to user settings. 
The whole content of the phone is sendt to a 
cloud, accessible for a limited period.

Positive Obsolescence

The designer created a plastic made of rice 
that disintegrates itself after 10 minutes of use. 
A manufacturing process based on layers of 
starch allows the conception of water bottles 
that last for a couple days. 

Pangenerator is an installation that invites the 
public to take a selfie which will be projected 
onto a screen before fading and disappearing 
into nothingness.

Insta Sharing

Minimalism Responsive materials Limited availability

Maria Kurian

Ephemeral World

Breve Phone Pangenerator commissioned by the National 
Ethnographic Museum of Warsaw

Within the next 15 years, the world will need 50% 
more energy, 40% more clean water and 35% 
more food. (UN, 2015)

: SIGNALS
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We are now living in an era of entropy under several forms : environmental and informational. A notion of disorder 
is thus, becoming an innovation field.

Environmental entropy for the loss and destruction of energies that we have known, will bring, as every industrial 
revolution, the arrival of one or more new form(s) of energy. Climate change is also at the forefront, redefining 
seasons will bring new cycles of habits, production and communication. Here, inspiration can come from geological 
phenomenons. The degeneration isn’t just material but also psychological : according to different data, the European 
IQ has lost 4 points. This is leading us to a social vision of «cretinization» taking also into account the endrocrine 
disrupters present around us. In parallel, the scenarios about automation of work are forecasting a transitional 
moment in which 10 to 20% of jobs would disappear, where the decision-making in these jobs would decrease. 
Information Entropy is also spreading, through viral and fake news phenomenons, the facilitation of misinformation 
is leading us to the desire for a filtered world where one can be protected from anxiety news. Trust, truth, transparency 
are still today the subject of many studies, defining new values for brands to commit with.

But entropy, according to Stephen Hawking’s work, has a temperature, and thus, can radiate. Radiations are what we 
will create or deal with from those entropies : filtering misinformations, healing rays, ephemeral rays, etc..

#obsolescence #slow #fast #burned-out #self-healing #self-reliant #waste as a ressource

ENTROPY

IMAGE CREDIT : @cgwatkinsphoto CG Watkins
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Based in Shoreditch, East London, 
Chromayoga is a studio proposing a new 
approach to practising yoga by combining 
light and color therapy. Projected lights 
are supposed to improve our amount of 
melatonin and restore our circadian rhythms 
which has been proved to be lower since we 
are more exposed to blue light due to our 
everyday screens. The studio also use scent 
and sound experiences to make an immersive 
sensory state during the sessions.

Lifi Technology

Philips, the world lighting company leader 
has announced in march 2018 a new shift 
: they will fully integrate the use of the LiFi 
technology in their products ranges.

“The visible light spectrum is an untapped 
resource with a large bandwidth suitable 
for the stable simultaneous connection of 
a vast array of IoT devices.”Olivia Qiu, chief 
innovation officer of the company

UV Sense is the smallest and battery-free 
UV wearable. It adhers on user’s thumbnail, 
sending all the data to the user’s phone, 
making one able to track its sun exposure.

Light sensors

Wellness lifespirit
Responsive materials

Health trackers

LiFi Technology by Philips

ChromaYoga

Chromayoga UV Sense by Fuseproject

More : «Emotional responses intensify when 
you turn up the lights, Based on the research of 

: SIGNALS
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As we keep on accelerating our digital connections and time journey we tend to approach the speed of light. On 
the other side, light is becoming a material in itself. Designers are creating new devices and interfaces through the 
projection of rays, merging medicinal use and seamless technology altogether. We will use light as a way to face 
the dematerialisation of things, re-introducing the importance of mood and senses and introducing new every day 
healthcare habits towards our eyes due to their daily exposure to blue lights.

#bluelight #gamma #UV #light therapy #sun light #solar energy #light diet #light as a material #photo-
therapy #circadian

SOLARIUS

IMAGE CREDIT : Dawn to Dusk by Haberdashery Studio

Alison Jing Xu and Aparna Labroo» Kellogg Insight, 
2014
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TERRITOIRE(S)

Territoires is a design and innovation consultancy 
agency based in Paris (France), we provide future 
studies and design recommandations for creative 
brands. Our expertise comes from a background 
in design (research, product, color & material 
innovation), trend forecasting and mass market 
companies. Our methodologies and approaches 
allow us to anticipate long-term and current 
changes and to actively participate in the process 
of change.

Anticipate the Futures to craft your own !

Design & Foresight
Consultancy 

WANT A FULL REPORT ?
ASK FOR A TAILORED-ONE :

cadrien@territoiresfuturs.com


